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Details of Visit:

Author: chessgrandmaster
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 30 Nov 2014 14:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

GFE, well reported as ever. They seem to have the showers reasonably adjusted now to provide
hot temperatures, which was my major complaint about this place. However, this has not proved to
be the case in the last two occasions, so no complaints. Cathie, the receptionist proves to be a
delight and her amicable personality brightens up the place.

The Lady:

Nyah is of Asian descent, with a busty physique and lovely soft skin. I found her very amenable and
I had no qualms either with her physical appearance or conduct. Her acsent is slightly misleading
and although rather chatty, this does not detract from her approachable manner.

The Story:

There is not much more I can expand on this encounter. I have a tendency to lean towards the
slower, more gentle approach with girls nowadays, having a rather frantic schedule and having no
particular interest in flash, rapid excursions. Nyah was delightfully agreeable to this approach and
her slow, gentle approach with soft kissing, licking and slow sensual stroking matched my every
need. I applaud her expertise in reading a man’s needs, and I would hope that we both mutually
met each other’s requirements. My slight complaint is that too much pretentious noise was made,
but I have a technique to block out this at times if enjoyment is being having had on both sides.

I recommend to all concerned and applaud GFE for finding another good catch.
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